
From: 	 Sherwood, Robert (USAAZ) <Contractor> 
To: 	 Schmaler, Tracy (SMO); Burke, Dennis (USAAZ); Cunningham, Patrick (USAAZ) 
CC: 	 Smith, Jessica A. (SMO) 
Sent: 	 3/8/2011 12:18:29 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: New ATF Allegations! CBS request 

DP 
L. 

From: Schmaler, Tracy (SMO) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 10:15 AM 
To: Sherwood, Robert (USAAZ) <Contractor>; Burke, Dennis (USAAZ); Cunningham, Patrick (USAAZ) 
Cc: Smith, Jessica A. (SMO) 
Subject: RE: New ATF Allegations / CBS request 
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From: Sherwood, Robert (USAAZ) <Contractor> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 12:09 PM 
To: Schmaler, Tracy (SMO); Burke, Dennis (USAAZ); Cunningham, Patrick (USAAZ) 
Cc: Smith, Jessica A. 
Subject: RE: New ATF Allegations / CBS request 

FYI, in a related development: Julia Kimani from CBS just called and wants to know if we can garner DOBs for a whole 
host of suspects from what looks like the "Wide Receiver" case. She wanted mug shots too, which I told her we don't 
provide. I scanned through the hundreds of minute entries (not every single one, though) an this case, and she seems 
to be right, nothing indicates their DOBs. Lead attorney for us was Joelyn Marlowel DP 

DP 

Case # 4:2009-cr-00185 

From: Schmaler, Tracy (SMO) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 8:59 AM 
To: Burke, Dennis (USAAZ); Sherwood, Robert (USAAZ) <Contractor> 
Cc: Smith, Jessica A. (SMO) 
Subject: FW: New ATF Allegations / CBS request 

Dennis/Robbie — see below chain on the latest. The allegations seem a bit broad but you may know more given the 
cases involved. 	 DP 
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From: Attkisson, Sharyl [mailto:SAC©cbsnews.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 10:15 AM 

AZ0085279 

DOJ-FF-10664 



To: Schma ler, Tracy (SMO) 
Cc: Scholl, Chris; Atkisson, Sharyl 
Subject: New Info/Mew Request 

Tracy: 

A number of sources have described instances prior to Fast and Furious in which ATF allegedly knowingly allowed 
weapons to get into the hands of suspected cartel suppliers similar to the allegations in Fast and Furious. One such 
example provided is the Operation known as "Wide Receiver." Others are the cases against defendants Medrano, 
Ramos, et.al . Final sentencing in that case was Aug. 10, 2010. The US Attorneys were Dennis Burke, Diane 
Humetewa and Joelyn Marlowe. 

We'd like an on camera to ask about these allegations, but I know you have said pending the IG investigation you 
aren't doing any. If that's still the case, can you provide us with any sort of comment via email at least? We need it by 
approximately noon today so we can do some further reporting on whatever your position is. 

Will you also pass along the following interview requests to the appropriate people at ATF (they have deferred to DOJ 
on some requests), including the subjects themselves: We'd like to interview Mr. Newell and ATF with the Phoenix 
office (in addition to the standing requests we have). We believe these men have knowledge antlinfo'rmation that could 
shed light on the allegations. 

Thanks so much. 

Sharyl 
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